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Situation

An International digital investigation
specialist was using traditional
methods of work such as paper-
based processes for its Human
Resources department. Tasks
included manual filling of paper
documents, which was wasting
natural resources directly from our
planet and caused organisation
issues. Paper documents can easily
get lost due to large numbers of units
and poor classification within a
department. 

This HR department was also
struggling to organise its annual leave
service for the organisation. In fact, the
department relied entirely upon
Excel workbooks to register all the
enquiries from employees. Time and
effort appeared to affect the
productivity of the HR department,
who were consistently overwhelmed
by these traditional methods. 

As a result, the firm decided to
optimise this process and look for the
best digital solution.  
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Action

The firm contacted risual to discuss
the best options possible to match the
objectives. risual offered a full scope
for the business and gathered all
information required by our digital
experts. Dynamics 365 Human
Resources as a platform was found to
be the best solution possible for the
client to implement into the
organisation. Our expert integrated
this solution and provided full
support and training on all the new
features offered. 

The organisation required a

digital platform that would

allow the HR department to

conduct tasks efficiently and

store data securely in the

cloud. The elimination of a

paper-based document was

one of the primary

objectives. 

Task



The department can identify

employee requirements based

on feedback submitted.

Training and development can

be organised securely and

monitored.

Employee information is very

detailed to understand

everyone in the firm 
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Benefits

Reduced environmental impact
(Paper waste) by adopting a
modern and digital solution.

Full training and development
is provided on all services
implemented.

The data is secured in the cloud
and storage capacity is unlimited.

Productivity has increased in
the HR department and
employees are satisfied to use
simple options to communicate
information 



The international firm provided

NPS (net promoter score)

feedback consistently

throughout the project, rating

our latest services 10/10. High

satisfaction was expressed

particularly towards Charlotte

May-Wymer (Head of people at

risual) for her expertise with

Dynamics 365 HR. 

“The training and support that

Charlotte has provided has been

excellent. Charlotte's knowledge

of the system has enabled us to

understand the system as a user

and from the background set

up.” 
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Looking ahead
The international firm and risual
are in regular to contact to ensure
a high level of communication
between both organisations.

Regular updates on training have
been scheduled to ensure the
client is fully competent with the
new solution and can achieve its
full potential. 

Other digital solutions such as
Power Platform and SharePoint
online can be implemented to the
firm’s operations to generate more
productivity, drive better
communication and build
automation.  

We have been working closely
with the client over the past year
to support the implementation of
the new HR solution. We want to
ensure our clients receive the best
services possible, so we ask for
feedback throughout the projects. 

"Over 70% of UK businesses
consider cyber security high
priority." (UK Governement, 2021)

https://www.risual.com/2021/08/power-bi-the-best-technology-for-data-analysis/
https://www.risual.com/2021/07/planning-sharepoint-server-to-sharepoint-online-migration/

